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How to Turn On Sound System 
 
1. Go Stage Left backstage and look for a large mechanical box on proscenium wall. 
2. Turn it on with the toggle switch at the top right. 
3. Turn on the green sound system button (next to the red button to turn it off). 
4. In the sound booth, look for a tall rectangular box next to the soundboard. 
5. Turn it on using the green sound system button (next to the red button to turn it off). 
6. There are two power boxes below the soundboard you must turn on in order to use the body mics 
and the booth projector sound. To do so, open them up and press the power button on the top left. 
 

Lighting for Events 
 
Preset boxes are located in the stage right wing in the motorized electrics control box and in the 
lighting booth on the counter. 
 
1. With the preset box touch the screen to wake it up. 
2. If you want to control the house light press home. 
3. Then click house. 
4. Press percentage for brightness of house lights. (25%, 50%, 75%, etc.) 
5. If you want the house lights off the click the off button. 
6. Go to home then click preset to access prerecorded lighting settings. 
a. Preset 2 should be used for rehearsals. 
b. Preset 5 usually is less light on projection screen. 
c. All other presets are variations of a full stage wash, see what works best for the performance. 
7. If a complete blackout is needed, make sure that the fluorescent lights at the top of the grid are off, 
the light switch is located up stage left, on the wall behind spiral staircase. 
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Projector instructions 
 
Fly in lineset number 8 with the projection screen on it to the red spike mark in the rope. See those 
instructions if you are rusty on the fly rail. 
 
If you have not used the fly system before, find someone who has. 
 
To turn on the projector (in light booth): 
1. Make sure the stack (the big black box) in the light booth is on, there is a switch at the top that 
should be in “I” mode, not “O”. 
2. Press and hold the green button that says “display power”, and hold for 2 sec until the screen says 
to release it. The projector will begin to turn on. 
 
COMPUTER 
1. Plug in the VGA Cable to connect your computer to the stack. 
2. Make sure that number 7 is selected, so the projector knows where to look for the computer input. 
3. Check that your computer settings are good for the image, on a PC look at control panel and 
displays, on a mac look at system preferences and displays. 
4. If you need sound, plug in the 1/8” aux cable and check that the red and white plugs are attached to 
the stacks as well. 
5. Then follow instructions below. 
 
DVD 
1. Put the DVD into the DVD player. 
2. Make sure that the number 3 is selected, so the projector knows where to look for the DVD input. 
3. You can somewhat adjust the image horizontally and vertically with the knobs on the stack that have 
arrows if the image is not quite on the screen. 
4. Use the DVD remote to control the DVD. 
5. If at any time you want to shutter off the projector beam, press the yellow button next to the display 
power button that says “Display Mute”. This does not turn off the projector, it just shutters the beam. 
6. Sound sends to the board, so that has to be on in the sound room, stacks have to be on underneath 
the counter, and fader 8 and the red master on layer 33-64 has to be on and at about 0. Once that is 
set up, sound can be changed on the stack knob to adjust slightly as well, usually I have that at 
about 75% and then adjust the sound board to make that sound good and then any further 
adjustments are done on the projector stack. 
*If you are running from the Stage Left floor pocket connection, select number 2 on the panel. 
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Putting a Mic on an Actor 
 
1. Before actors arrive, replace all 9 volt batteries in mic packs and leave them labelled and out on 
the table to make it easy for you to find them quickly. 
2. Find an actor’s name on the list. 
3. Make sure that the actor is wearing a mic belt, or some way to hold the mic pack on their body. 
(bra, etc.) 
4. Take the corresponding mic pack for the person and put it in their mic belt, making sure there is 
a battery and that the pack is on and locked. (you can tell if it is locked by clicking it off, the 
screen will say ‘PO L’ and it will not turn off.) 
*See below for how to lock and unlock the mic packs. 
 
FOR EAR MICS 
1. Take the earpiece, set it on their ear, and put the wire under their clothes and plug it into the 
battery pack. 
2. Shape the earpiece to their ear so there is no tape on their face and only on the side of their 
neck. 
3. Grab tape, and tape the ear piece behind the ear- tell them to turn their head the opposite 
direction of where the earpiece is taped so you can tape it to the back of their neck and they’ll 
have slack. Make sure all tape is hidden from the audience. 
4. Make sure the mic is curved toward their mouth. 
 
FOR WIG MICS 
1. Take mic and run it through the actor’s hair and place on hairline, making it as hidden as 
possible. 
2. If there is a headband with the mic, put it on and secure with bobby pins. 
3. Put on double stick toupee tape and stick the mic to the forehead with the mic side up. (the side 
with the circle) 
4. Check that the cord is as hidden as possible and that it is secure. 
5. Lastly, tuck the excess cord into the belt. 
 
*TO LOCK 
-Hold down ‘set’ and keep it held down 
-Hold down ‘mode’ while you should still be pushing ‘set’ until the screen says ‘Po L’ 
TO UNLOCK 
Hold down ‘set’ and keep it held down 
-Hold down ‘mode’ while you should still be pushing ‘set’ until the screen says ‘Po UL’ 
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How to Equalize (Adjusting gain and Frequency) Microphones on the Sound 
Board 
 
THE SET UP 
1. Have actors/actresses line up at the front of the stage for a mic check. 
2. Call actor/actress whose mic you wish to adjust/check. 
3. At the soundboard, set the fader on the channel of said mic to 0 Db (Home Level). 
4. Have the actor/actress sing a few lines from that show at FULL show volume. 
5. Adjust gain. 
Gain: Turning it up means the mic will reach further to try pick up sound. Turning it up too much 
could make it more prone to feedback. 
Make sure that you are on selected channel by pressing the blue SEL button, then use the Gain 
knob (located top right of the board) to adjust the microphone so that it is at a volume where the 
levels are green and do not go into the orange, indicating they are too loud. If the mic begins to 
go into the orange after this step, try adjusting the fader until it is green again. 
 
ADJUST FREQUENCY 
Frequency: The overall pitch of the sound waves coming out of the board. 
If a loud high pitch ringing sound (Not Feedback) is heard when adjusting the microphone: use the 
blue knobs (located in the top right corner of the board) to lower the frequency. 
Adjust until ringing goes away. 
 
FINISHING UP 
Check the following things before equalization: 
1. Overall Levels: Make sure that the mics are not going into the orange toward red. 
2. Check Mics to see if they are crackling, fading in and out or placed incorrectly on the face. 
3. If crackling occurs, take the mic pack and put some deoxit spray (use sparingly!) in the metal 
port or connection on the mic pack where the headset connects. If that doesn’t work plug in a 
new headset. If that doesn’t work get a new mic pack. 
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Q-Lab Information (sound cuing program) 
 
The icon for this program looks like a beaker with purple liquid in it. It should be on the computer in the 
sound booth under the shared username, but if you are using a different computer (can only be used on 
a Mac) with your own account, it can be downloaded free from figure53.com. 
 
1. To import a song or sound effect into Q-Lab, you can either drag and drop, or go to File > Open > 
selected sound file. 
o You can’t import from external drives, as it will disappear when removed, so make sure to 
save files to computer before importing. 
2. To save your project go to file > save as > then give it a title > chose where to save the project > 
click save. 
3. If you select a cue from the list, on the bottom of the screen you can edit features of the cue 
o Such as volume, filter, panning, fade in out. 
4. To add a fade( separate cue to gradually fade in or out a sound effect at a controlled rate) 
o Drag the fade in icon to the bottom of the screen and drag a cue into the fade slot. Tell it 
how long to fade out, and if you want it to stop the sound then check that box. Tell it what 
level to fade it to (you still must click on the levels page it to tell it to go all way out, even 
though it looks like it is lowered all the way) 
5. Use spacebar to trigger next cue, if hit multiple times multiple cues will play, it does not pause it like 
iTunes does. 
6. Use ESC to stop all cues. 
7. To get rid of a cue go to the tool bar go to Edit > Delete or use Command delete. 
8. To create a group of cues that start at the same time go to the “cues” tab then go to group and the 
selected cues will be grouped and start at the same time. 
 

For Audience Hearing Assistance Earpieces 
 
1. During shows, earpieces for audience members are held in the box office. 
2. To turn the earpiece on, turn the volume up. 
3. It’s always going to be on channel 2C. 
4. Audience members can use their own earpiece by unplugging the supplied aux and putting theirs 
into it. 
5. To turn it off, turn the volume dial all the way down until it clicks. 
6. The earpiece takes AA batteries, so change them regularly. 
When we’re done with shows, place them back up in the sound booth in the gray cabinet. 
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How to Move and Spike a Lineset 
 
DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES TOUCH THE LINESETS WITHOUT THE PROPER TRAINING 
AND APPROVAL FROM A TECHNICAL THEATRE TEACHER!!! THESE CAN SERIOUSLY INJURE 
PEOPLE IF MISHANDLED!!! 
 
Flying in means down, flying out means up! Think of it like flying into the theatre or out of the 
theatre. 
 
1. (Assuming you already know what lineset you intend to move) Make sure that only the mid rail or 
deck lock is locked or it will not move and could potentially damage locks. 
2. Remove red ring from around lock and rope so the lock can be disengaged. 
3. Disengage the lock by pulling it down toward you while keeping one hand on the rope so it doesn’t 
try to run away from you. 
4. Before you DO ANYTING ELSE you must make your intention known. To everyone on stage for 
safety purposes. The proper warning is “HEADS! Lineset (#) Flying in/ out!” 
5. To move batten down pull down on the front rope, 
6. To move the batten up pull down on the back rope (this is easier than pulling up on the front rope). 
7. Keep in mind that the batten will go whichever direction that the front rope goes. And always keep an 
eye on the batten itself or have a spotter so you don’t hit anything. Never take a shortcut on that 
step, that’s how people get hurt. 
8. Fly batten to desired position and lock the lineset. 
9. To spike a lineset wrap dark colored spike tape around the rope just above the base of the lock 
when your lineset is at the desired height. This is where your lineset should land during a show. 
10. Add warning spikes as needed so you don’t miss your spike. Everyone’s system is different, use 
one that works for you. As long as you hit your spike it doesn’t matter. 
11. Get a piece of masking tape and place it on the white label under that line set. Label it something 
that is EASY TO IDENTIFY for anyone who for some reason needs to fly something. 
12. After a show is over and the spikes and labels are no longer needed, make sure to remove them. 
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Fly Crew Show/ Theatre Performance Setup 
 
1. Make sure that all lines are where they need to be at start. 
2. All line sets that are actively used during a show need to be ONLY LOCKED AT THE MIDRAIL! The 
other line sets should be locked on deck level and the midrail or only on the deck. 
3. Step 2 is usually done during the first day of tech week but it never hurts to be sure. 
4. Turn off grid and work lights, these switches are located at the back of the theatre behind the spiral 
staircase. Grid lights are on the household switches, one is for the fly side, and one is for the whole 
stage. 
5. Turn on the lower fly blue lights, they are on a black dimmer box just past the grid lights behind the 
spiral staircase, make sure to use the toggle switch below the dimmable switch to turn it off and on. 
6. Turn on midrail lights (blue and green), there is a switch on the midrail level by the stairs to dim it, 
but it is not always reliable, the light switch just before walking to the audience side of the 
proscenium on the midrail level is better, and there is a string taped to it in case. 
7. Be on the midrail ten minutes before show starts. Make sure that there are enough headsets and do 
not take them off unless necessary. Do not leave unless you have to. 
8. Remember there are loose objects on the midrail, and you want some gloves if there are a lot of fly 
cues! 
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Fly Rail: How to Load Weight 
 
Do not load weight unless you’re experienced or with someone who knows how to! 
 
1. If you are moving a curtain or object to another batten, remember how many weights you took of the 
old arbour, so you don’t have to guess. 
2. Fly in the desired batten, as far as possible. Remember when taking off material from the batten, the 
arbour may become too heavy for the rope locks to hold, especially if the weight of the object is 
transferred to the ground. This could cause the batten to fly out of control. To combat this, recruit 
some help counterweighting the batten on the ground level until the line set is balanced in weight. 
a. To move soft goods, particularly the scrim, it is easier to have people catch it on their 
arms as it’s flying in. This way, the material doesn’t get dusty and it can be moved 
quickly. 
3. Before reweighting, rope locks at mid and deck levels should be locked. 
4. Reweight the arbour. This is done on the highest level for single battens (Loading rail) the Double 
batten must be reweighted at the mid rail, as you will not be able to reach from the loading rail. 
When reloading have a friend lift the spreader plates out of the way for you (If you’re loading alone, 
use a pony clamp). 
a. Before loading weight, notify the people in the people in the theatre by saying 
“Loading line set (#),” loud enough for everyone to hear. You may not load weight 
while people are standing on the mid rail or by the locking rail on deck level. 
b. Remember to drop the yellow spreader plates where the stickers on the arbour tell 
you to, every 2 ft of height, or to help remind you of how much weight you added. 
c. Half weights are about 20 lbs and are thinner, full bricks are about 40 lbs. 
d. To load, place one of the split ends of the weight on the stack with the other end 
raised, and slide both of the split ends around the bars to hold it in place. 
e. To announce that you’ve loaded the weights, yell, “Operation complete”. 
5. Descend to the midrail to the test the weight or have someone below come over and help out. Be 
sure to call heads and remember that some linesets are naturally stickier (lineset 10) than others 
even when counterweighted correctly. Test with the batten at the midrail height, if the batten and 
objects want to fly in on their own, and an appropriate amount of weight onto the arbour. If the 
arbour side wants to fly in on its own, remove weight from the arbour. Make sure there is balance in 
the system, since the rope locks can only handle up to 50lbs of being out of weight. 
6. Label the lineset with what scenery or objects you have added so you can find it later. To spike a 
lineset, see the moving a lineset instruction page. 
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Knot Tying 
 
Bowline knots are used to tie a fixed loop at the end of a rope. Electricians mostly used it to send 
instruments up to the beam on a rope. Props can tie loop through a chair back or other items to send it 
backup to the props loft. 
  
Steps for a bowline: 
 

 
 
 
Clove Hitch knots are used to attach the rope to a pipe or beam like object. Usually this is how we tie a 
piece of scenery to a batten. 
 

 
 
 
TYING DROPS OR CURTAINS 
1. With these types of items, there is webbing at the top and grommets with tieline lengths every foot or 
so. These can be tied with a basic shoe lace bow around the batten pipe, and do not need to be 
double knotted since the weight is evenly distributed. 
2. Find the center of the curtain or fabric drop and place it at the center of the pipe you are hanging it to 
and work on tying it up from center so it is pulled tightly left or right with no waves. 
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Operating Motorized Electrics in the MAC 

 
BASIC CONTROL 
1. Pull out the red “Emergency Stop” button to engage the system. 
2. Using the “Electric Fly Keys-MAC” keys, ensure that the “record” option is switched off. 
a. Ask the tech theatre teacher for the keys. 
3. Using the “Electric Fly Keys- MAC” keys, ensure that the “on” option is selected. 
a. To bypass presets, select the “bypass” option. 
4. Select the lineset you wish to fly using the input dial. 
a. 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th electric. 
5. IMPORTANT: Ensure there is a clear path above and beneath the electric and if sight lines are 
restricted, ensure someone is actively monitoring the flight of the electric. 
6. Call out the corresponding “heads” command. 
a. “Heads, electric “x” flying in/out.” 
7. To fly an electric out, use the “Up” button or a preset (if applicable). 
a. Note: Presets change from show to show, meaning they can be unpredictable but preset 1 
should be the trim height in the air for the show, and preset 2 should be to stage level or to a 
working height. 
b. Sometimes for Electric 1, “Up” means down, and “Down” means up. 
8. To fly an electric in, use the “Down” button or a preset (if applicable). 
9. Push the red “Emergency Stop” button in when you are through with the system. 
 
RECORDING A PRESET HEIGHT FOR THE MOTORIZED ELECTRICS 
1. Pull out the red ‘Emergency Stop” button to engage the system. 
2. Using the “Electric Fly Keys- MAC” keys, ensure that the “record” option is set to “bypass”. 
3. Using the “Electric Fly Keys- MAC” ensure that the “record” option is switched off 
4. Select the lineset you wish to fly using the input dial. 
a. 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th electric. 
5. IMPORTANT: Ensure there is a clear path above and beneath the electric and if sight lines are 
restricted, ensure someone is actively monitoring the flight of the electric. 
6. Call out the corresponding “heads” command. 
a. “Heads, electric “x” flying in/out.” 
7. Using the up/down buttons- not the preset buttons- set the electric to the desired height. 
8. Once the electric is set to the desired height, set the “record” option to “on” using the “Electric Fly 
Keys-MAC” keys. 
9. Ensure the input dial is still set to the electric that needs to be recorded. 
10. Press either “Preset 1” or “Preset 2” depending on which preset needs to be re-recorded. 
11. Repeat this process for every electric as needed, making sure to switch the input dial each time a 
preset for any electric needs to be updated. 
a. Note: When re-recording a preset, the preset records information for the electric selected by 
the input dial. 
12. When you are through recording, switch the “record” option back to “off” and switch the system 
back from “bypass” to “on”. 
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How to Set Up a Headset 
 
Normally found downstage left or right, at the spot lights, fly rail, and both the light and sound 
booth. If needing a headset go to the sound booth and look in the locker. 
 
1. Plug in XLR 3 pin plug cables to the channel A or B intercom. (we try to mostly use channel A) 
2. Plug in the XLR 3 pin cable to the cable to the left on the box. (bottom of box) 
3. Take headset cable (4 pin) and plug it into the right side of the box. (bottom of box) 
4. To make sure headsets is working, check to see green light. 
a. If it is not working, check that the sound system is on. 
5. For volume turn the dial to the right. 
6. Push and hold Talk to speak like a walkie talkie, Double click the Talk button to have it remain on. 
(typically the Stage Manager is the only one that does this for long periods of time) 
7. Push call if you want to contact anyone. This will have a blinking a red light to get attention of others 
that are around headsets. If you see the blinking red light, respond to the headset. 
 

Headset Etiquette 
 
1. When you put on your headset you say, “(your name) on headset.” 
2. Stage Manager gives standbys and warnings. 
3. No talking after the warning is given, until the “GO” has been given. 
4. Call to contact people who are not on headset but maybe near one. 
5. When getting off headset say, “(your name) off headset.” 
6. No eating on headset. (you should not have food in the theatre!) 
7. Mind your conversation, other people may be on headset, show related conversation only so as not 
to distract others. 
8. If you get off headset, have someone else get on headset, so communication does not break down.  
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Hang and Focus Lighting Instruments 
 
1. Do a material check: wrench with tie line around belt or elbow, safety cable, lighting instrument. 
Have all of this ready before flying in the electrics or going into catwalks. 
2. Fly in electrics or go up to the catwalks with your items. 
3. Set the top of the C-clamp on the batten and immediately wrap safety through yoke and around pipe, 
then close the clip onto the other end of cable. 
4. Adjust the wrench to the size of the C-clamp bolt. 
5. Tighten the C-clamp bolt so that it directly catches the pipe on the opposite side of clamp so that 
once fully tightened it can’t be moved. Only use the wrench to tighten the bolt a half turn so as not to 
dent the pipe. 
6. The pan screw adjusts the light beam left and right and is located on the side of the C-clamp. Do not 
adjust left and right with the bigger bolt that holds the C-clamp to the yoke, do not over tighten the 
pain screw, it may break if over tightened! 
7. The yoke knob adjusts the light beam up and down and can be found on the side of the lighting 
instrument where it connects to the yoke. 
8. If the light is an ERS (Ellipsoidal Reflector Spotlight) then make sure to open the shutters and tighten 
the barrel. 
9. Keep wrench attached to you at all times, and don’t EVER leave it on the top of the electrics. 
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How to Install/remove a PAR lens 
 
INSTALL 
1. Place the lens retaining ring on a flat surface with the three copper clings facing upward. Lens is 
placed with the concave side upward. 
2. Slide the lens under one of the copper clips. 
3. Gently depress the two other clips simultaneously with the thumbs, just enough to seat the lens in 
the retainer. 
 
REMOVE 
1. To remove the lens-retaining ring from the housing, be sure that one of the round plastic handles are 
positioned under the latch that holds a gel frame in place. 
2. Depress the two adjacent spring levers on the left and right accessory holders. 
3. Pull the lens retaining-ring out of the lighting fixture. 
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ERS Barrel SWAP 
 
1. Take ERS and face the opening for light away from you. 
2. Find the knob on the barrel (the front part that modifies the angle of light). 
3. Turn the knob until it comes out of the socket. 
4. Wrap hands around the barrel and remove it from the ERS. 
5. If you wish to replace the barrel, take desired barrel and slide it along the tracks that you removed 
the previous barrel from. 
6. Reinsert knob to tighten the barrel onto the light. 
 

Replacing an ERS bulb (Usually called a lamp) 
 
1. Remove the lamp base by using the gold screw located on top of the ERS. (the yoke cannot be right 
behind the base, so angle it out of the way.) 
2. Unclamp the two metal wire prongs by pushing inward and upwards at the same time. 
3. Place hand on the base on the lamp, but be careful not to touch the glass part of the lamp with 
bare skin, oil residues decreases lamp life. 
4. Pull up on the lamp with force, which should remove the lamp from the ERS. 
a. *750 lamps can only be used in ERS and NOT ERS juniors. Pars will only accept 575s.* 
5. Insert the prongs on the lamp into the holes on the inside of the base. 
6. Push down hard to secure the lamp in the base. 
7. Replace the two metal wire prongs around the lamp. 
8. Reattach the lamp base on top of the light. 
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Operating the Follow Spot Lights 
 
1. Wear a headset. Be aware that sound travels to the audience very easily from your location, so talk 
quietly into the headset. 
2. Make sure there is carpet underneath your feet in case you drop the pencil you are marking your 
script with. (You should have not have things in your pockets like phones or keys). 
3. TURN ON THE SPOT LIGHT. (ON button is on the bottom center of the spot, also it doesn’t work 
right away, let it warm up) 
4. An easy way to aim the light on someone when turning on the spotlight is to put your cheek near the 
tape ‘x’ on the side of the barrel, closing your eye closest to the barrel. Then point and aim at the 
area you want to light and turn it on. 
5. To expand and contract the spot size, pull the lever farthest to the left up or down. (Closest lever to 
your right hand) 
6. To abruptly open or close the spot, pull the second (2nd) farthest lever up or down. 2nd closest to 
your hand) 
7. To blur the spot move the farthest right loop up to blur the spot and down for a perfect un-blurred 
circle. 
8. To bring up a gel, push the farthest right levers up to find the corresponding colors that you need. 
These levers are flat and do not have rounded ends. 
9. To release the gels push the silver lever down. 
10. To increase and decrease the circumference of the spot, turn the lever that runs along the bottom 
front and move left or right to adjust. 
11. To move the spot around onstage, turn the lever on the base of the spot easily move the spot light 
around. 
12. TURN OFF THE SPOT when you are done with the off button (next to the ON button). 
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How to Turn On and Off the Light Board 
 
TO TURN ON THE BOARD 
1. Push the power button. 
2. Wait for the board to turn on. 
3. A screen will pop up and click primarily and you can start using the light board. (the countertop is 
not a good surface for the mouse to function on, so use a mouse pad or book.) 
 
TO TURN OFF THE BOARD 
1. With the preset box (the touch screen panel on the counter), turn on house lights and any stage 
lights needed to exit. 
2. Go to cue zero. 
3. Wait for everything that the board is controlling to go black. 
4. And then click the save if you’re in a program. 
5. To save the program click on the arrow/chevron tab. 
6. Click file. 
7. Then click save and make sure it saved. 
8. Click power off console. 
9. You will also find power off console under yellow arrow on the computer screen. 
10. For are you sure you want to power down console’ click yes. 
 

How to Program and Record Cues on the Light Board 
 
1. Turn on the light board with the button on the top left corner of the board and click on ‘PRIMARY’. 
2. Click on the double-arrows on the bottom right of the right screen. 
3. Go to file and either open a previous file (click OPEN) or create a new one (click NEW). 
4. Exit the file screen (re-click the double arrows) and begin to set up the lights. 
5. Use the sliders on the left board to raise up lights that have been recorded as a sub-master. 
6. Or, use the keypad on the right board to select specific channels and lights. (Enter a number and 
then hit ENTER. If it’s an LED, you can select the color an intensity of the light. If it’s a mover then 
you can use the wheels at the top of the board to move them and the keys just to the right of the 
board to focus them, change the color or change the shape). 
7. Use the scroll-wheel on the right board to dim or brighten the selected light. 
8. When the preferred light setup is complete, you can begin recording a cue. 
9. To record, press the ‘RECORD’ button left or the keypad followed by the ‘CUE” button, then assign 
it a number and hit ENTER. 
10. Now that the cue has been recorded you can record other cues and create a light setup of an entire 
production. Press ‘GO’ to move to a different cue and ‘BACK’ to go back or pursue a cue. 
11. To time a cue (Make it enter or leave quickly or slowly), go to the cue that you want to change the 
time on, hit the ‘TIME’ button and then enter in the time in which the cue should enter or leave and 
then hit ‘ENTER’. 
12. To get a specific cue, hit the ‘GO TO’ button, the ‘CUE’ button and the number of the cue, then 
ENTER. 
13. When everything is done for the day, go back to file and click ‘save’ or ‘save as’ with the name of the 
production and the year. 
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Clean Up Of Shop 
 
1. Return stray materials to their proper places if they are left in the wrong place. 
2. Always return screw guns, tools and chargers to the armory/ tool room in the corner of the shop. 
3. Tape measures and safety goggles on the table between the roll up door and normal door. 
4. Put the lumber under the appropriate tables or if longer, on the back wall of the shop. 
5. Put materials like fabric, irons, and ironing boards back in the storage room across from office 
(Alt Na Shellach). 
6. Shop and surrounding hallways are always dirty and can always be swept using the shop 
brooms by the sinks. 
7. The magnet to pick up small metal objects is on the pole next to the paint and shop roll up door. 
 

 
How to Sweep the Stage 
 
1. Find a broom and a dustpan outside the dressing rooms (the brooms in the shop are for dusty 
messes that should stay in the shop). 
2. In a swift motion, rob forward with the bristle of the broom on the surface of the stage collecting 
dust as you go. 
3. After every swift motion, stomp the bristle of the broom on the stage so that dirt caught in the 
bristle can fall on to the stage to sweep up. 
4. With dirt gathered up, sweep the dirt into the pile and sweep that pile into the dustpan. 
5. Empty the dirt in the dustpan into the trash. 
6. After sweeping all desired areas, return the broom and the dustpan. 
Reminder: If sweeping the whole stage, don’t forget to sweep every square inch of stage, even if you 
have 
to move things out of the way. 
 

 
How to Mop the Stage 
 
1. Find the mop and the yellow mop bucket in the shop. 
2. Fill the mop bucket with hot water and pour a little bit of soap into it until you see bubbles form. 
3. Dip the mop into the mop bucket, and then remove from the water and place the mop wringer on 
top of the bucket. 
4. Pull the black lever forward to wring out the mop, with water, with water wringing back into the 
bucket. It is best not to have too much water on the mop. 
5. Place the mop back onto the stage and in sideways from figure 8 motion rub the wet part of the 
mop on the stage while moving back. 
6. After mopping a row of the stage, repeat steps 3 and 4, and continue onto a new section. 
7. After the whole stage is mopped empty out the mop bucket water outside into grass, and return 
the mop and mop bucket into the shop or outside the dressing rooms. 
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Instructions for Stagehands-Before/After Show Procedures (Starting with Dress 
Rehearsal Week) 
 
BEFORE SHOW 
1. Arrive 5 minutes before call time, in all black clothing, and quiet, appropriate shoes. 
2. Tape stage doors (put the foam roll or padding in the latch of the bar). 
3. Make sure stage left sound system is tuned on (check with sound). 
4. Sweep and mop the stage. 
5. Check wings for any costumes or props left out. 
6. Check wings and onstage for any trash or weird things that might mess up the actors and clean it up. 
Make sure the wings are able to be walked through in the dark. 
7. Check props shelves for any missing props. 
8. If any special props (such as guns) have been locked up or put in a different spot, make sure to get 
those props and put them in their correct place. 
9. If Shell Storage needs to be propped open, make sure it is propped open and blue lights are turned 
on in Shell Storage and there is a clear path from one door to another. 
10. Pick up any trash that may have been left in the pit. 
11. Take out trash backstage. 
12. Make sure the backstage hallway is clear. 
13. Turn blue fly lights on, lower fly lights switch is on a dimmer behind the spiral stairs, upper midrail 
switch is on the proscenium wall at the midrail level. 
14. Turn blue backstage lights on at touch screen panel right and any clip lights. 
15. Check where set and props should be for the top of show. 
1) BEFORE SHOW- create a diagram listing all set pieces and props that need to be onstage at 
top of show. 
2) BEFORE SHOW- create a diagram where set should be backstage in the wings before the 
show. 
16. Check spike tape on stage to make sure none has been ripped up. 
17. Check where fly should be at top of show. 
1) Check with stage manager if you do not have it written down. 
18. If any special set pieces/props need to be turned on (such as lights on a fly piece) make sure they 
are tuned on. 
19. Call sound check when instructed by sound crew (be proactive about asking sound crew- they are 
waiting for stage manager/stagehand crew). 
20. Grid/ Work lights off, switches located behind spiral staircase. 
21. Turn off backstage hallway lights (switch by garage door into theatre, other switch by the doors to 
the lobby can be tuned off using an opened bobby pin. 
22. Check that backstage doors hallway have been papered over (the windows have been covered). 
23. Check dressing room monitors-sometimes these will have to be taped into place because the actors 
don’t like to have them on, so they miss their cues. 
24. Get on headset immediately after good show. 
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Instructions for Stagehands- Before/ After Show Procedures (Starting with Dress 
Rehearsal Week) cont. 
 
DURING SHOW 
1. Communicate with stage manager over headset. 
2. Move set pieces. 
3. Keep actors quiet in the back hallway and wings. 
4. Be proactive listening and watching for if something goes wrong (PAY ATTENTION). 
5. When not on headset, put someone else on headset so that the stage manager can still 
communicate backstage. 
6. (SL) Make sure people do not sit on fly rail. 
7. Make sure actors get onstage on time (sometimes actors will forget that they need to come 
onstage...). 
 
AFTER SHOW 
1. Pick up any trash or props left on stage. 
2. Turn on grid lights to help see anything left. 
3. Turn off blue lights. 
4. Turn off fly lights. 
5. Remove tape and foam on doors. 
6. Turn back on backstage hall lights (the actors will typically take care of this). 
7. Check backstage for costumes/props (ask actors to come out and pick up costumes so they will 
become responsible). 
8. Unprop shell storage (make sure lights are turned off inside). 
9. Return any special props to their storage location. 
10. Turn off booth lights (don’t just leave on dim). 
11. Check with teachers/ stage manager for any special instructions before you leave. 
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CAST AND CREW SHOW ETIQUETTE 
 
CAST 
1. Arrive two hours prior to show. 
2. Sign in. 
3. Do hair and makeup. 
4. Get mic fixed by sound. 
5. Get in costume, do not eat or drink in costumes- except water. 
6. Attend good show (or not). 
7. Wait quietly in wings for show to start. 
8. Do not mess with any costumes, props, or tools not assigned to you. 
9. During scene changes wait quietly in wings, only help with run crew if instructed so. 
10. After show and bows return the mics to the sound crew. 
11. Change out of costume and return it to designated costume area. 
12. Return props to their positions for the top of show. 
 
CREW 
1. Arrive two hours prior to show. 
2. Sign in. 
3. Change into blacks/ designated costume. 
4. Attend good show (or not). 
5. Get into places, check in on headset if designated. 
6. Turn/off whatever needed lights. 
7. Charge glow tape(shine flashlight on it). 
8. Do not mess with any costumes, props, or tools not assigned to you. 
9. No horsing around. 
10. Be quiet, don’t distract actors or talk except for when on headset and regarding the show. 
11. After show help clean up whatever is your station, as well as get the stage ready for the next show. 
12. Turn off all needed light. 
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Sewing Machine Instructions 
 
MAKE SURE YOUR BOBBIN IS FULL 
 
The best thing to do is to consult the manual if there are major questions or google it. These 
instructions are for the newer Brother sewing machines. 
 
1. Set up the sewing machine so that the knobs are facing you. 
2. Make sure pedal is plugged in, on the floor and your dominant side. 
3. Take a spool of thread and place it on the metal rod on the right side on the top. 
4. Pull the thread and follow the arrows until you reach the needle. 
5. Take the end of the thread and push it through the eye of the needle. 
6. Leave the thread loose, and pull a few inches of the thread off to back left. 
7. Set the bobbin according to the diagram on the sewing machine next to the needle. 
8. Do the same for the bobbin as you did for the thread. 
9. Put the cover over the bobbin. 
TO RETHREAD AN EMPTY BOBBIN 
1. Take the empty bobbin and place it on the rod in front and to the right of the spool thread. 
2. Take the thread from the spool and follow the instructions with dotted lines. 
3. Loop the thread through one of the holes on the bobbin. 
4. Push the rod to the right until it clicks. 
5. Press pedal until bobbin is full. 
6. Cut bobbin thread from the spool. 
7. Click the rod back to the left and take the bobbin off the rod and place it back in the bobbin holder, 
following the diagram. 
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General Props 
 
HOW TO MAKE A PROPS SPREADSHEET 
 
Titles of the columns should be: 
Prop, How Many, Specifications, Make/Borrow/Buy/Pull, Do We Have It Yet, Notes, When It Is Used, 
Side Of Stage, Who Uses It. 
 
1. Let the stage manager and all the props crew have a copy of the spreadsheet. 
2. Use colors if you want for certain things (example blue for “yes” and red for “no” under “do we have 
it 
yet?’). 
3. Speak with the directors for specifications. 
4. Speak with actors for specifications for things like hats, rings, purses, etc. (things they have to fit in 
or things like if a prop is too heavy for them to carry, etc.). 
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Scene Shop Safety 
 

 Pay attention to your surroundings. 

 Do not wear headphones in the shop. There is a radio, and if you want to play music, ask if 
everyone would be ok with your music. Some days music may be a hindrance to activities, so 
respect that if someone asks you to turn it down or off. 

 The shop radio has an aux cord, and can play AM and FM radio. The radio works off the same 
battery as the orange screw-gums. To turn it on, turn the volume dial up. Then to turn the radio 
on press the AM/ FM button and adjust the station with the knob. 

 Keep long hair and jewelry up and secured. Wear clothing that you are comfortable in, and that 
you are okay with getting paint on. 

 Wear closed-toed shoes, and practical shoes that don’t have heels. 

 If you have any questions about proper clothing, ask the technical theatre teacher or an 
experienced student. 

 The first aid kit is located on the hardware shelves. 

 The stage manager’s box is located in the technical theatre office under the couch with more 
supplies. 

 Do not horseplay; this is a professional space with dangerous equipment. 

 When you are being instructed on shop machines, pay attention. 

 Wear goggles (located by the door) when using any machinery. Prescription glasses don’t count 
as goggles. 

 If there is machinery that you don’t know how to use, ask the technical theatre teacher or an 
experienced student. Do not attempt to use machinery by yourself unless you are familiar with 
it. 

 Take note of warnings, such as “Heads!”, and be prepared to move. 

 If you don’t have a job, and no one needs help, make yourself useful by cleaning up an area that 
no one is working in. 

 Keep the shop tidy- Put things back where you found them. 

 Respect everyone working on the show, crew and cast alike. 

 Have fun, but remain professional, and be prepared to do work. 

 Always leave about 5 minutes to clean up in the shop, and don’t leave until technical theatre 
teacher or your crew head tells that you can. 
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How to Use Pneumatic (Air) Staple Gun: 
 
1. Get a gray, pneumatic (air) staple or brad nail gun from the bottom right drawer that the staple guns 
are kept in. 
2. Load staples (or brad nails) in it by pressing down on the gray trigger at the base of staple gun. 
Staples go in the through with the legs of the staples facing out. Brad nails go in the left side of the 
gun and are pushed down to the front of the stapler. 
3. On the air compressor, flip the red switch on the side in the DOWN position. It will begin to hum. 
Wait until it stops humming. 
4. Pressure should be at about 90 psi on the gauge. 
5. When the compressor stops humming, it is ready to use. 
6. Find the main tube coming from the air compressor. To attach the open end of the tube to the 
bottom metal piece on the staple gun (called the coupler), pull back the metal ring at the mouth of 
the tube, and while holding it back, attach it to the coupler. When you let go of the metal ring on the 
tube, the tube should slide back in its original position and lock onto the staple gun’s coupler. The 
staple gun is now ready to use. 
7. To use the staple gun, you must press the safety piece at the tip of the gun firmly into the material 
you are going to staple. You will not be able to pull the trigger until this safety is pressed in. Make 
sure you are positioned so that the tip of the staple gun will not slide off the edge of material as you 
are pressing the safety in or as you are in the process of firing the staple gun. 
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Table Saw 
DO NOT USE THIS SAW WHILE USING OTHER SAWS, IT DRAWS TOO MUCH POWER 
You must be trained by the Technical Theatre Teacher to use this saw, and ask for a refresher if you 
have not used it recently. 
1. Wear safety goggles. 
2. Make sure saw is connected to wall and is safe (not via extension cord), and that nothing else is 
running from the socket. 
3. Remember things that conduct electricity trigger the emergency brake on the Saw Stop, like 
hands and fingers, wet lumber, and metal, so there should be NO METAL in any of the wood 
you are cutting, check for staples and screws before you begin! 
4. Lock fence on saw at desired width to rip the board and to raise blade to desired height 
5. Flip the small on switch and wait for the electronics to warm up, and give you the green light. 
6. Pull out on the red tab lever to start the blade rotation. 
7. Push wood through blade and keep hands away from the blade, standing on either side of the wood 
you are cutting in case you lose grip and the board kicks back. 
8. Once wood is completely clear of the blade press down on the red tab lever to stop the blade. 
9. Turn the switch off and return table to wherever it was so it isn’t in the way. 

Chop Saw 
1. Wear safety goggles. 
2. Make sure saw is plugged and is safe. 
3. Lock blade at desired angle. 
4. Hold the top handle and keep finger on trigger to keep blade rotating. 
5. Place board against back stop fence and hold securely with your hand outside the marked perimeter 
from the blade while you chop down all the way through the wood. 
6. Return handle to upright position. 
7. Also the chop saw is not for ripping lumber, only cut across the grain. 

Panel Saw 
1. Wear safety goggles. 
2. Make sure saw is plugged in. 
3. Get sheet of wood in correct position on the red rolling wheels. 
4. If you cannot see your cutting mark to line up the saw blade from the sides or from above, remove 
the red plug on the front of the saw so you can see the blade. Remember to place the red plug back 
before making your cut, since it will spray sawdust through that hole! (Don’t lose the red plug either, 
we did for a while in 2014 and it was the rough). 
5. Start saw and pull all the way down through the wood to the bottom. 
6. Side note on rotating-pull out indexing pins and rotate 90 degrees. Then set saw to desired height 
with the knob on the guides and push lumber through following the arrows (for horizontal). 

Jig and other hand saws 
1. Ask if you wish to change the saw blade and have not been trained on how to do so. 
2. Wear safety goggles. 
3. Plug saw in. 
4. Do not turn saw on while it is resting on your lumber. 
5. Cut on your line. 
6. Keep saw flat with wood. 
7. Make sure not to cut into the sawhorses as you go along. 
8. After finishing wrap up cord and place saw back in cabinet. 
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Cleaning a Paintbrush 
 
1. Place brush under stream of water. 
2. Run hands through the bristles getting paint out. 
3. Separate bristles to fully clean the brush and the wooden center (cleaning the paint well out). 
4. Press bristles against hand to check if the water is clear by the metal ferrule or not. 
5. Continue to wash paintbrush with hands until thoroughly clean and water runs clear. 
6. If there is dried paint on the ferrule or base of the bristles, use a wire brush to scrape it off. 
7. Flick wrist to get rid of all excess water in the sink before hanging the brush up on the pegboard. 

 
Paint Can etiquette 
 
FOR SMALLER CANS (1 QT OR GALLON) 
1. Make sure you are opening over a drop cloth or cardboard, and not in the shop, NOT onstage! 
2. Open the can using a paint key, need to work your way around to free it. 
3. Mix the paint using the wooden paint stirrers. 
4. Pour the appropriate amount of paint into the pan or cup you are using. 
5. Scrape excess paint of the rim back into the can and replace the lid when can is not in use. 
6. Use as much of paint you took to avoid waste. 
7. When painting is complete, pour any extra unmixed paint back into the can 
8. Replace lid securely. 
9. For colors that you want to save for a show, write the show title and paint color used on a piece of 
masking tape and apply it to the side of the bucket (not the lid, cause lids can change). 
10. If you added water to a pant, write that there is H2O in it to remind you to wash the bucket out at 
the 
end of the show before it starts to smell. 
11. Put the bucket back on the shelves or on the show paint cart if it is show specific. 

 
FOR LARGER BUCKETS (5 GALLON) 
1. Make sure you are opening over a drop cloth or cardboard, and in the shop, NOT onstage! 
2. Pull lid off, you will need to work your way around to free it. 
3. If you’re using a roller, place roller grid onto the bucket, it hooks on the edges and you can roll off 
some of the excess paint. 
4. When painting is complete, remove roller grid and wash it off before returning it. 
5. Replace lid securely. 

 
Cleaning Paint Roller 
 
1. Roll any excess paint off of the roller. 
2. Take the roller off the handle. 
3. Scrub the handle under warm water until the water runs clear and set the handle aside. 
4. Use the curved part of the 5 in 1 paint scrapper tool to get as much paint off the roller cover as 
possible. 
5. To use roller cleaner insert the roller on the tool. 
6. Place under water and pull on the handle to spin, repeat this until the droplets run clear. 
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Spray Paint Etiquette and Usage: 
 
1. Under no circumstances should you use spray paint inside! 
2. Typically props crew are the only ones who should be spray painting, scenery should be using 
brushes to paint. 
3. Wear a vinyl glove on your spraying hand. 
4. Put down a tarp under the object you are painting and put something to hold down on edges if it is 
windy. 
5. Make sure that you are not downwind of the can, shake the can as specified. 
6. Check that the color name above the bar code on the can matches what you need, since lids can 
switch places. 
7. Take the lid off. 
8. Point the nozzle towards the object. 
9. Keep the can the recommended distance away as said on label. 
10. Lightly move the can in a sweeping motion above the object. 
11. Make sure you are not spraying on your shoes, hands, clothes, or other people. 
12. When finished, clear nozzle by turning the can upside down and spraying until no more paint comes 
out. Replace lid. 
13. Clean up the cans immediately from outside, even if the objects being painted are left out to dry, 
cans cannot be left outside unattended. 
14. Remember to gather your items before you leave from outside (since they are out of sight they often 
become out of mind) or talk to the technical theatre teacher about other arrangements. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
Apron: stage area in front of the proscenium 

Batten: the long metal pipe suspended above the stage on which lighting fixture, theatrical scenery, and 

theatre drapes and stage curtains may be hung 

Bobbin: small pool of that lies below the needle 

C-clamp: is a type of clamp device typically used to hold a wood or metal work piece, and often used in, 

but are not limited to, carpentry and welding 

Channel: An individual control output on a control console, accessed and regulated by a slider, switch or 

button 

Circuit/Address: physical position of the light and which circuit it’s attached to 

Concave: a surface that curves inward 

Costume Parade: time in which director sees each costume on actor and either approves or disapproves 

Dimmer: used to control the intensity of a lamp 

Ellipsoidal Reflector Spotlight (ERS): lighting instrument that emits a hard-edged circle of light 

Frequency: the overall pitch of the sound waves coming out of the board 

Fresnel: lighting instrument that emits a soft-edged, diffused light 

Gaffer’s Tape (Gaff Tape): heavy cotton cloth pressure-sensitive tape with strong adhesive properties; 

often used to tape down cables 

Gain: the amount of electricity going to the mic pack; how sensitive it is picking up sounds from further 

away 

Gel: transparent material used to color the lights 

Ghost Light: light left on when theatre is locked up 

Grid: metal framework above the stage where fly is set up 

Jack: triangular-shaped brace used to support the scenery 

Keystone: a piece of plywood used to connect the stile to the toggle bar on a flat 

Muslin: material used in the construction of soft covered flats 

PAR: lighting instrument that are usually top lights, can’t be controlled very well 

Pit: space below the front of stage; where orchestra typically stays 

Proscenium: outlining frame of the stage that separates house from the stage 

Scoop: lighting instrument that projects a diffused, unfocused beam of light; used for general 

illumination, like a floodlight 
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Shell Storage: room in MAC downstage right; where lighting instruments and gel are stored 

Sightlines: imaginary lines of sight that determine where the audience can see backstage 

Spike: marking on a stage with spike tape during rehearsal the placement of set pieces, usually an L 

shape on the upstage corners of a platform or piece of furniture 

Toggle: middle braces connecting the frame of a flat 

Worklights: lights used for general illumination, not when show is in progress, usually scoops are 

programmed into preset 2 

 

 

 

 


